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ABSTRACT


This monograph examines whether allowing women in direct combat assignments in the U.S. Army will adversely affect unit cohesion and as a result, degrade combat effectiveness. To answer this question the monograph conducts a theoretical analysis of the nature of war to establish the relationship between the unit, combat, and cohesion. From this analysis, a model of cohesion is developed to assist in an investigation and assessment of historical precedents of women serving in direct combat and current issues. The monograph concludes with recommendations concerning present U.S. Army policy regarding the assignment of women to direct combat units.

The theoretical analysis reviews the physical, cybernetic, and moral domains of war which establishes a framework to define the elements of cohesion as they relate to the destructive process of combat. From this analysis a model is developed which pictorially represents these relationships. The monograph then uses the model to evaluate historical precedents and current issues.

Women fighting as members the Soviet Army during WWII and Israeli Army during the War for Independence form the historical basis for the evaluation. Current issues include: physiological and psychological studies to provide data to evaluate relative physical and mental capabilities; a comparative analysis of women serving as guerrillas, police, and firemen, as well as, a review of the Canadian Forces’ experience with gender integration.

From this assessment, the monograph concludes that allowing women to serve in direct combat units would reduce cohesion and subsequently combat effectiveness. Therefore, the Army’s policy excluding women from direct combat is justified and the monograph recommends retaining this policy.
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Introduction

The United States military's All Volunteer Force (AVF) has been a resounding success for the Army. Today's Army is the best educated and most disciplined army in our nation's history. A large part of the success of the AVF must be attributed to the increased participation of women in the military. With the decreasing population of 18 to 21 year old males, the Army could never have met manning requirements of the AVF in terms of quality or quantity without recruiting large numbers of qualified women.

Women now make up over 11.4 percent of the Army's total force. The U.S. Army has a higher percentage of women serving on active duty than any other major western army to include Germany, Canada, France, and Great Britain. Additionally, about 90 percent of the military occupational specialties (MOS) and over 50 percent of the positions are open to women in the Army. Even the assignment policies of the much vaunted Israeli Defense Force are more restrictive than the U.S. Army's policies regarding women.

The only positions remaining closed to women in the U.S. Army are those that would require women to fight as their primary task. Army Regulation 600-13 states:

The Army assignment policy for female soldiers allows women to serve in any officer or enlisted specialty or position except in those specialties, positions, or units (battalion size or smaller) which are assigned a routine mission to engage in direct combat, or which collocate routinely with units assigned a direct combat mission.
The Army further defines direct combat as:

Engaging an enemy with individual or crew served weapons while being exposed to direct enemy fire, a high probability of direct physical contact with the enemy's personnel and a substantial risk of capture. Direct combat takes place while closing with the enemy by fire, maneuver, and shock effect in order to destroy or capture the enemy, or while repelling the enemy's assault by fire, close combat, or counterattack.

The Army’s policy comes from the Department of Defense’s (DOD) policy which bars women from positions that will expose them to direct fire or capture.

Recently, Congress changed the legislation regarding women in combat. The change removed legislative restrictions preventing women from serving in direct combat assignments. But Congress stopped short of mandating a change to the DOD exclusion policy. As a result the President appointed a commission to review this policy. On 3 November, the Presidential Commission on the Assignment of Women in the Armed Forces recommended permitting women to serve on designated warships but continuing to exclude women from ground fighting units and flying combat missions in Air Force or Navy aircraft. But, this remains a controversial issue. The fact that the opportunity to achieve general officer rank and the highest levels of military leadership are significantly greater for those serving in direct combat assignments exacerbates the perception of unjust discrimination. Many feminist lobby groups have focused on this issue as the last bastion of male dominance and use examples of successful women serving as police and firemen as proof that women can handle the physical and
mental stress of direct combat. On the other hand, senior military leaders claim that women in direct combat units would jeopardize unit cohesion by destroying the moral fabric of small units (the band of brothers hypothesis) and result in a degradation in overall combat effectiveness. Changing the policy is also causing concern for many Congressmen because of the possible effects on draft and conscription legislation. The end result of a policy change may make women eligible for the draft.

Women in combat was always an emotional issue and the media fanned the flames of these emotions during their coverage of Just Cause and Desert Shield - Desert Storm by highlighting the role of women in these conflicts. Even the Presidential Commission felt the pressure of public sentiment as revealed by the Commission Chairman retired General Robert T. Herres when he confessed, "... a great number of people will not believe we credibly considered these issues without some concession to changing times." Because of the heightened levels of emotion surrounding this issue, an objective examination of the potential effects of women serving in direct combat assignments on unit cohesion is both timely and prudent.

This monograph will attempt to answer the question of whether allowing women in direct combat assignments in the U.S. Army will adversely affect unit cohesion and as a result, degrade combat effectiveness. To answer this question the monograph will first examine the nature of war and how cohesion relates to combat. From this theoretical analysis, the monograph
will build a model which explains the relationship between cohesion, the direct combat unit, and the forces of destruction these units experience during war. The model will then serve to assess both historical examples and current issues involving women in direct combat and to determine the relative effects on unit cohesion. To conclude, the monograph will evaluate the model and make an assessment of the consequences of assigning women to direct combat units regarding combat effectiveness.

The Nature of War

An understanding of the general nature of war is essential to develop a working model of cohesion and to appreciate relative importance of cohesion to direct combat units. To fully grasp the nature of war, it is necessary to break war down into fundamental elements or dimensions of conflict. T. E. Lawrence first identified these elements as algebraical, psychological, and biological. The algebraical element or the element of things defined the physical components of war (materiel, terrain, weather, and other known variables). The biological element or element of lives identified the human aspects and the psychological element or element of ideas described the conceptual framework that links the algebraical and the biological. Dr James Schneider, Professor of Military Science at the U.S. Army's School of Advanced Military Studies, contemporizes these elements and redefines them as the physical, cybernetic, and moral domains. These domains describe the nature of war.
The physical domain defines the material forces that are present during conflict. Generally, technological, geographical, and logistical factors establish the architecture for the physical domain of war. Weapons systems and equipment capabilities, limitations, and quantity describe the technological context of a conflict. Terrain and weather determine the environmental or geographical conditions. The means and methods of sustaining the army outline the logistical situation. Together these factors create the physical domain or the fixed conditions of war. 19

The cybernetic domain incorporates the functions and systems of organization, command, control, and communications within military organizations. Organizational design of a unit provides an inherent functionality and capability to accomplish specific tasks. The process and conduct of command provides purpose to each organization by making decisions and exercising leadership. Control systems provide feedback to command elements to prevent diversions from command goals or to permit required changes. Communications systems furnish conduits for feedback to command elements and for collateral information exchange among different units. Although technological systems and innovations support the cybernetic domain, the psychological and social aspects of organizations, command, and communication are also present. As a result, the cybernetic domain links the physical conditions with the human dimension of war. 11

The moral domain describes the human dimension of war. Many of
the classical military theorists declared the preeminence of moral forces. From his \textit{Battle Studies}, Colonel Armand du Picq determined that "he will win who has the resolution to advance... who in a word has moral ascendancy." Clausewitz also clearly claimed: "moral elements are among the most important in war." The moral domain of war is an integration of the physiological, psychological and social forces that affect both individuals and units. The physiological elements include individual anatomical capabilities such as strength and endurance. Leadership, motivation, courage, fear, values and attitudes are factors that define the psychological portion of the human dimension. Social forces include discipline, group bonding, and morale. The effects of these elements still combine to make the human dimension the dominant force on the battlefield.

The arena for these three domains is combat which is also the basic purpose of war. The primary focus of combat is to destroy or defeat the enemy army. Clausewitz stated: "Fighting is the central military act; all other activities merely support it... The object of fighting is the destruction or defeat of the enemy." Du Picq defined combat by the material and moral effects of the army. The material effect was the army's destructive power and the moral effect was the fear the army creates in the hearts of the enemy. As a result, the process of destruction or defeat during combat is both physical and moral. The physical process of destruction eliminates the ability to fight while the moral process of destruction breaks the will to fight.
In combat, destruction occurs generally along a continuum (see figure 1). It begins in the physical domain with the destruction of technological systems and materiel which results in human casualties. Physical destruction of elements in the cybernetic domain (C3I) leads to disorganization which feeds the forces of moral destruction. The sustained combination of physical and moral destructive forces causes further moral breakdown and finally disintegration.

The combination of the physical and moral destruction produces fear and uncertainty. Fear and uncertainty attack the will of the individual soldier and destroy the psychological and physical bonds between the individual soldier and the other members of the squad, team or crew. Conceptually, the
process of destruction drives an army from destruction of materiel (weapon systems), to disorganization of small units, to the disintegration of fighting forces. It is cohesion that provides a means for an army to resist the process of destruction. 19

**Model for Understanding Unit Cohesion**

Cohesion is a critical element of an army's combat power. It is the intangible force that holds an army together in combat. Stephen Westbrook, Professor of Military History at the United States Military Academy states that cohesion "... serves as both a source of power and security, sustaining the soldier physically and psychologically... [helping] to ward off feelings of impotence and vulnerability." 20 In *Men Against Fire*, S.L.A. Marshall describes cohesion as the force "... which enables a group of individuals to make the most of their united strength and stand steady in the face of sudden emergency." 21 Therefore, cohesion is what makes an M1A1 tank and crew a weapon system, an infantry squad an integrated team or a battalion a coherent organization capable of overcoming the stresses of combat and capable of winning. These elements of cohesion are primarily a function of physical, cybernetic, and moral forces of war. Within each domain of war, there is a corresponding element of cohesion.

Cohesion within the physical domain results from system bonding. System bonding comes from fusion of a crew with a weapon or other piece of equipment to produce a system. The weapon system is a technological
component and thus, part of the physical domain. For example, the integration of a crew and an M1A1 tank forms an M1A1 weapon system. Stephen Westbrook highlights this unique relationship when he stated: "... weapon systems such as submarines or machinegun crews, tend to be among the most cohesive military groups."

A critical aspect of system bonding is physiological. The crew must have the biophysical capability to effectively operate and sustain the system to develop this element of cohesion. System bonding produces weapon systems with optimal capabilities. Consequently, effective system bonding directly resists physical destruction.

The cybernetic domain establishes an organizational bond within larger military organizations through the processes of command, control, and communication. These functions and systems provide aim, direction and purpose which creates a collective cohesion for the unit. Collective cohesion resists the disorganizing effects of combat on large military organizations.

The moral domain produces the most powerful bonds through physiological, psychological, and social forces. These bonds are the strongest within the primary groups. A primary group is the smallest formal and informal component within an organization. In military organizations, primary groups generally form at the crew or team level. These bonds form at the primary group level through interdependence, shared goals and values, esprit and a common basis of experience. Combat demands that these bonds be both physiological and psychological. Each member must
equally contribute and depend upon physical and moral courage of the group to ensure his own survival. For this reason, primary group cohesion is the force that opposes disintegration during combat. Sun Tzu recognized the importance of this force when he wrote, "In the tumult and uproar the battle seems chaotic, but there is not disorder; the troops seem to be milling about in circles but cannot be defeated." Primary group cohesion is the cornerstone of the morale and hence the will of an army.

Therefore, this analysis of the nature of war identifies three components of cohesion: collective or organizational bonding; system bonding; and primary group bonding. Furthermore, the analysis relates the components of cohesion to the physical and moral components of destruction. The combined effects of cohesion and destruction focus on the fighting units in combat. These relationships can be displayed in the form of a cohesion model (figure 2).
This model depicts cohesion as the primary force within a combat unit that resists the process of destruction. Direct combat units are the focal point of the process of destruction. They are directly engaging the enemy and therefore feel the full brunt of the physical and destructive forces of the enemy army. Combat is closing with the enemy by fire, close combat, and counterattack and sustaining these actions until the enemy is destroyed or captured. It is the need to sustain and endure this intense level of destruction for long periods of time that separates direct combat from other types of social conflicts. No other social endeavor compares to the crucible of combat. The volume, intensity, and duration of destruction make combat unique from any other human activity.

Comparing this analysis to the model, combat is the environment or fulcrum on which rests the existence of the combat units. The direct combat units act as a lever which must balance the forces of physical and moral destruction with cohesion. If units have sufficient cohesion then they will withstand the physical and moral attrition resulting from the process of destruction and remain combat effective (continue to fight). When the rate of destruction overcomes the cohesive force of resistance then the units are driven to disorganization and disintegration.

Two examples from history illustrating the importance of cohesion and providing an opportunity to test the model are the German SS Totenkopfdivision (SSTK) during the Battle of Lushno in 1941 and the U.S.
106th Infantry Division during the Battle of the Bulge in 1944. The experiences of these two units are polar. Faced with almost certain destruction, the SSTK emerged bloodied but never broke. The 106th Infantry Division disintegrated nearly without a fight. The biggest difference between these divisions was the level of cohesion within their respective units.

On 24 September 1941, Lushno became the focal point of a major Soviet Counter Offensive. SSTK withstood the full force of the Soviet attack and fought the better parts of three Soviet divisions supported by over 100 tanks. Even though subordinate battalions suffered tremendous casualties, these units remained combat effective and were able to continually conduct counterattacks to regain lost ground. In one instance an infantry battalion that had lost all its officers and had a troop strength of only 150 men retook the village of Lushno. The success of this division was directly attributed to the level of cohesion within its subordinate units. The intense unit indoctrination programs combined with rigorous training and physical conditioning programs created very strong primary group, system, and organizational bonds. This level of cohesion produced infantry squads that would attack tanks with grenades and satchel charges, anti-tank gun crews that would continue to fire even when overrun, and battalions that could successfully counterattack even after taking 80 percent casualties. The SSTK remained combat effective because the unit cohesion in the division was able to resist the process of destruction.  
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The 106th Infantry Division (Golden Lions) serves as an example of what occurs when a unit faces the physical and moral forces of destruction in combat without sufficient unit cohesion. The 106th Infantry Division, a non-regular unit was: "...organized and trained on the same conveyor-belt principle as American industry. ..." It had neither the esprit or traditions of a regular unit nor the personal affiliations of a National Guard unit. The divisional training process did not provide the intense indoctrination or training programs that would have fostered unit pride and individual interdependency. The cohesion within the division was further degraded when 6000 trained riflemen were taken from the Golden Lions and used to reinforce units already committed. To replace the 6000 trained riflemen, the 106th received new draftees and men culled from the supply and quartermaster services. The cumulative effects of these circumstances created weak primary, system, and organizational bonds and left the 106th Infantry Division without enough cohesion to resist the process of destruction during the Battle of the Bulge.

It was the early morning of 16 December 1944, when the combined weight of three German divisions struck the 106th Infantry Division in the Ardennes beginning the Battle of the Bulge. But, unlike the SSTK, the Golden Lions of 106th Infantry Division shattered like glass. Colonel Dupuy, the historian for the 106th, described the disintegration of his division in his account of the battle:
Let's get down to basic facts. Panic, sheer unreasoning panic, flamed that road all day and into the night [16 December]. Everyone, it seemed who had any excuse and many who had none, were going west that day [west, away from the fight].

An officer in the 7th Armored Division, which moved forward to attempt to stem the German tide in the Ardennes remarked about the 106th:

...it wasn’t orderly; it wasn’t military; it wasn’t a pretty sight. We were seeing American soldiers running away.

There were many reasons for this division’s defeat: poor tactical disposition, poor intelligence, and bad weather. But, the primary reason it disintegrated was insufficient unit cohesion. The lack of primary group, system, and organizational bonding were evidenced by large numbers of self-induced foot injuries, drivers fleeing with tanks and artillery pieces without the other members of the crew, and units fleeing that hadn’t even seen the enemy. The unit cohesion in the 106th Infantry was insufficient to withstand the process of destruction. As a result, the unit disintegrated and suffered nearly 50 percent casualties. The disintegration of the 106th Infantry Division was the worst American defeat in the European theater (total casualties for the division were estimated at over 7000 missing or dead).

These two historical examples illustrate the importance of unit cohesion and the relevance of the Combat Cohesion Model. Figure 3 provides a relative comparison of the effects of the process of destruction on the SSTK and the 106th Infantry Division. This comparison also sets the stage for a review of the historical precedents of women serving in direct combat.
Combating Coherence: Model SSTK at Lushno

Combating Coherence Model 106th in Div at the Bulge

Fig 3: Cohesion SSTK vs 106th in Div
Historical Precedents of Women in Direct Combat

Otto von Bismarck once suggested that it is better to learn from the mistakes of others than to learn from your own. On this premise, a historical analysis of other armies that assigned women to direct combat units may provide a better understanding of the potential effects on unit cohesion.

The historical analysis for this monograph will focus on the experiences of two armies: the Soviet Army during World War II, and the Israeli forces during the 1948-49 Arab-Israeli War. The Soviet Army of World War II is the only historical example of women fighting as part of an organized standing army. Although Israeli women were not a part of a standing army during Israel's War of Independence, they still directly participated in the defense of Jewish settlements. The Combat Cohesion Model will provide the means of evaluating the effects of women serving in direct combat units on cohesion with respect to each historical example. The evaluation of these will provide a historical framework for further analysis.

The German invasion of Russia in June of 1941 began the largest land war in history. Huge armies laid waste to most of the land between Moscow and Berlin. Large armored formations scorched the earth, destroyed cities, and killed 20 million peoples of the Soviet Union. For four years, the German and Soviet Armies were locked in a vicious struggle to survive. It is the closest any modern nations have come to fighting the absolute war described by Clausewitz. Absolute war, a war where the nations, driven by "...
primordial violence and hatred ...." committed all national resources to the conflict. The war became a death ride for both nations fueled by the social hatred which existed between the German and Soviet peoples.

Women were already serving in small numbers within the Red Army when the Germans attacked, but the tremendous losses inflicted upon the Soviet Army during the summer of 1941 forced the Supreme Soviet to initiate the conscription of women. From 1941 to 1945, over 800,000 women served in the Soviet Military. They served in all branches of the army to include direct combat assignments. Russian women served in the infantry as riflemen, automatic riflemen, machine gunners, scouts and snipers. They also served in tank crews and artillery units. There was even an entire field artillery regiment composed entirely of women.

The war produced many heroines like Captain Vera Salbieva and Colonel Zulehia Seidmamedeva. Captain Vera Salbieva led a battalion across the Dnieper in August 1941. Zulehia Seidmamedeva was a fighter pilot for four years and became the deputy commander of her fighter regiment. Soviet women fought hard and even earned the grudging respect of their enemies as reflected by this remark from an unknown German Officer, referring to Russian women at the siege of Stalingrad:

There was nothing more frightening than to have to face Russian women lying on stone doorsteps firing until they are dead. These women did not know what giving ground meant. They killed and died, in their place.

But, the Russian women soldiers who achieved the greatest fame were the
snipers such as Lyudmila Pavlichenkowho earned the order of Lenin for killing 309 Germans. Overall, the performance of Russian women in direct combat units during World War II appears to indicate that present concerns regarding unit cohesion may be unwarranted.

However, other evidence indicates that Russian women did not play a significant role in the fighting on the Eastern Front. Noted Soviet historian Christopher Donnelly states:

... despite the publicity given to these few examples [pilots and snipers], women were not generally seen in combat in the Red Army except as much as they got onto the battlefield as medics (in large numbers), traffic controllers, drivers, or in HQ Staffs.

Donnelly’s assessment is corroborated by available statistics which show that women comprised only eight percent of the Soviet Military during the war (that is three percent less than in the U.S. Army today) and the majority of these women were employed as medics or in medical services. There is also evidence which indicates that the Russian women who served in direct combat assignments did not perform as well as the men. In her book Women in War, Shelly Saywell interviewed thirty Russian women that served in Soviet direct combat units during World War II. Those women interviewed stated that women often had to throw away equipment, leave equipment behind, or get some of the men in their units to help carry it.

An analysis of the consequences of this behavior would infer that these mixed direct combat units were less cohesive. The loss of equipment within a unit would lead to a loss of system bonding. The inability of women to carry
their own equipment would reduce mutual support and degrade the bonds within the primary group. Although there isn't any empirical evidence to support it, the Combat Cohesion Model would predict that the reduced system and primary group bonds of these mixed direct combat units led to increased rates of destruction. This assessment is supported by the women's own evaluation. Saywell states that:

Although Russian history is full of martial women, such as those who fought in the Napoleonic Wars and in the Revolution, each woman I interviewed said that women do not belong in combat - that it is physically too difficult and that only in case of national emergency should women take up arms. 41

The Red Army's experiences regarding women serving in direct combat assignments showed women performed well when given specific tasks that required individual skill but not excessive physical strength or endurance. Their acceptable performance as snipers and pilots and their admittedly inadequate physical performance as infantry supports this conclusion. The analysis of the effects of inadequate physical performance of Soviet women indicates that mixed direct combat units were probably less cohesive. If analyzed in relation to the Combat Cohesion Model, the model would predict higher rates of attrition for the mixed direct combat units. The unwillingness of the Soviet Army to employ women outside of Russia during World War II and the present status of women in the Russian Army (they only serve in medical or administrative positions) lends further credibility to this assessment.

Another army that employed women in direct combat units during a
war of survival was the Haganah. The Haganah was the the unsanctioned Jewish Army established in Palestine before the creation of the state of Israel. Women were assimilated into the organization as early as 1930 and initially trained with light weapons for personal defense. Their primary mission was to smuggle weapons and other contraband through British check points. Although there were other Jewish guerrilla and terrorist organizations, the Haganah was the largest and later became the basis for the establishment of the Israeli Defense Force.

From 1936 until the outbreak of World War II, the Haganah fought a three year guerilla war against the Arabs in Palestine. Throughout that conflict, the participation of Jewish women in combat continually increased. During World War II, the Haganah formed an elite fighting force known as the Palmach. Women became part of the organization from its inception. The training for the Palmach was very strenuous. To reduce dysfunctional competition between men and women trainees, women and men trained in segregated groups. Following basic training however, women served in mixed units. This policy continued until Israel's War of Liberation.

The guerilla phase of Israel's War of Liberation began on 29 November 1947. At this time, one out of every five soldiers in the Haganah was a woman and proportionally large numbers of women served in direct combat units. During this phase of the conflict, which was primarily defensive, women generally shared the burden of combat equally with men.
The conventional phase of Israel’s War of Liberation began on 14 May 1948 when Israel declared its independence and was subsequently invaded by the armies of Egypt, Syria, Lebanon, and Transjordan. With the declaration of independence the new Israeli government worked to combine the different Jewish military organizations into the Israeli Defense Force. Once established, however, the role of women within the new IDF changed and the number of women in direct combat units declined. Urged on by Prime Minister David Ben-Gurion and recommendations from a Haganah committee for special staff assignments, Israel’s legislature (the Knesset) established a separate branch of service for women and named it the Auxiliary Corps. Ben-Gurion justified these changes in the following statement to the Knesset:

There is a fundamental difference between the Haganah and the IDF. Until November 1947, the Haganah was for local defense. There was a need to defend the place of settlement and the call to defense included everybody who was capable. But an army is a totally different thing. In war, an army’s main task is to destroy the enemy army—not just defend. When we protected the home with rifle in hand, there was no difference between boy and girl. Both could take shelter, and everything he knew she knew. But in an army and in war, there is a reality of inequality in nature, and impossible to send girls to fighting units. Yet an army also needs non-combat units. And women are needed for appropriate professions to strengthen the nation’s fighting force by releasing men from those tasks for combat.

Ben-Gurion’s philosophy for the use of women in the IDF still prevails. Although Israeli women are subject to a draft, Israeli women do not presently serve in any assignment that will expose them to combat. Today, when forward IDF units go on alert, women support troops are sent to the
rear. Israeli women have not served in direct combat units during a conflict since 1948. The much touted modern image of the Israeli woman soldier, with her Uzi submachinegun, fighting along side men in battle is a myth. 29

Although the contributions to the defense of their nation are undeniable, there is also evidence that Israeli women experienced significant difficulties in integrating into predominately male units. Records indicate that mixed direct combat units had consistently higher casualty rates. 31 Also, as the fighting progressed in 1947, Haganah commanders stopped allowing women to serve in assault forces because "...physically girls could not run as well - and if they couldn't run fast enough, they could endanger the whole unit, so they were put in other units." Generally, because of their comparative lack of physical strength, commanders employed women in defensive operations whenever possible. 31

Analyzing this evidence in terms of the Combat Cohesion Model indicates that the Israeli women soldiers' inability to meet the physical demands of direct combat would (as with the Russian women) reduce primary group bonding by preventing interdependence and mutual support. The results were that the Israeli mixed direct combat units experienced increased moral destruction (commanders believed the women endangered their units) and physical destruction reflected by the higher casualty rates. The Combat Cohesion Model depicts that the mixed units would tend to disintegrate quicker because reduced cohesion accelerates destruction. The
reassignment of women to strictly defensive units supports this assessment. As in the Soviet Army, the Israeli experiences of assigning women to direct combat assignments shows that women performed well when assigned specific individual tasks or when assigned defensive missions. However, lack of physical strength again appears to have reduced unit cohesion which resulted in higher causalities. The increased casualty rates reflect a faster rate of destruction. A faster rate of destruction would result in mixed direct combat units reaching the point of disintegration quicker. Consequently, units that are predisposed to higher rates of destruction are less combat effective.

Current Issues

Current arguments regarding women serving in direct combat focus on four general issues: physiological differences between men and women; psychological differences between men and women; the full integration of women into the armies of other nations; and the success women are experiencing in other physically and mentally stressful occupations. The monograph will examine these issues to determine relevant implications regarding effects on cohesion.

In a recent interview, Secretary of the Army Michael P. W. Stone stated: "I do not believe that the issue of women in [direct] combat is a question of physical capability." Secretary Stone seems to infer that the physiological differences between men and women are relatively insignificant
regarding ability to perform in direct combat assignments. But, most physiological studies and historical evidence does not support this perspective. An objective assessment of the ability of women to meet the physical demands of serving in direct combat assignments is essential. Data from several physiological studies will provide the basis for this assessment. These studies are: Project 60 and Project Summer Time, a comparison of men and women on selected physical performance measures at the United States Military Academy (1976); the Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) Women in Combat Study (1986); and a study of Physical Performance of Army Men and Women, by Dr William J. Gregor (1992, submitted to Presidential Commission). These three studies will provide an overall evaluation of the biophysical differences between men and women with respect to serving in direct combat and will assist in determining ensuing effects on cohesion.

The United States Military Academy had to examine this issue of gender physical differences in 1975, when the Academy was preparing to admit the first class with female cadets. USMA conducted these studies in response to Public Law 94-106 which directed:

... the Secretaries of the military departments concerned shall take action as may be necessary and appropriate to insure that female individuals shall be eligible for appointment to such academy beginning in calendar year 1976, and the academic and other relevant standards required for appointment, training and graduation, and commissioning of female individuals, shall be the same as those required for male individuals, except for those minimum essential adjustments in such performance standards required because of physiological differences between male and
female individuals. To determine the general physiological differences the Academy reviewed available literature and previous biophysical studies. A summation of the results of that review are: Men have twice the lean muscle mass (LMM) of women. This coupled with greater size produces greater strength and improves performance in tasks that require explosive power (sprinting or throwing). Even when size is not a factor, women are only 80 percent as strong as males. In regards to cardiovascular differences, the male heart and lungs are larger which allows a greater cardiovascular capacity. Men also have more hemoglobin in their blood increasing the ability of the blood to carry oxygen. Consequently, men have a greater potential for strength and endurance and women will have to work harder to accomplish the same work as a man.

To determine the minimal essential adjustments because of physiological differences USMA developed Project 60 (completed in May 1976) and Project Summertime (completed in October 1976). Both studies focused on evaluating relative strength and endurance, specifically: shoulder girdle, and leg, strength, power, power endurance, hand grip strength, cardiorespiratory efficiency, and body composition.

Project 60 used fifty-seven, 16-18 year old female high school students and divided them into three different training groups. The three groups each conducted a different physical training program. One group conducted a reveille PT program four days a week (the same program conducted during
New Cadet Training during the summer. The second conducted a strength development program three days a week and the third was a control group which conducted no formal physical training program. It should be noted that the female subjects of Project 60 were at a significantly higher level of aerobic fitness than female trainees at Fort Jackson after six weeks of basic training (two thirds completed) and were at only at slightly lower level of aerobic fitness than the population of college female athletes.

Prior to the initiation of the PT programs all the test subjects were given the Physical Aptitude Exam (PAE) administered to all Academy applicants. The project 60 subjects achieved a higher average PAE score than the 473 female Academy applicants but their scores were still significantly lower than the male applicants in 1979. The PAE has four events: the flexed arm hang and modified basketball throw (to evaluate upper body strength); the standing long jump (to evaluate lower body strength); and the 300 yard shuttle run (to evaluate aerobic fitness).

At the conclusion of the seven week conditioning programs, only the top female performer attained the average male score for the shuttle run, but the lowest male score was higher than the mean score for the Project 60 participants. In the other events, the mean scores of the top eight Project 60 subjects were only 60 percent of the average scores of male applicants of 1979. Overall, the average total PAE score for the top eight Project 60 subjects was 306.7 points, approximately half of the average overall score for male
The reveille PT group also identified some significant physical differences between men and women in strength and endurance. The study found:

Running in boots, with rifles, produced the worst performances of the reveille exercise training. No one (Project 60 participant) was able to handle the requirements. Even substitution of the M-16 for the M-14 and concurrent elimination of the wearing of boots did not result in anyone successfully negotiating the scheduled run. Quite simply, the aerobic demands of training, coupled with the strength level required to carry a rifle while running, results in what appears to be an impossible task for young women.

The data from Project 60 supported the initial assessment of the differences between men and women.

To obtain a better assessment of the relative differences between cadet men and women the Academy initiated Project Summertime on 7 July 1976. Project Summertime used a stratified sample of 30 male and 30 female cadet basic trainees from the Class of 1980. All participants underwent two tests, a pre-test during the second week of cadet basic training and a post test administered the sixth week of training. This test evaluated strength, power, power endurance, and cardiorespiratory efficiency through isokinetic and aerobic exercises. The results of the post test showed that the men had 35 percent greater LMM and nearly half the percentage of body fat of the women. In the upper body men were 80 percent stronger (measured by maximum effort on an isokinetic Cybex bench press), 270 percent more powerful (measured by highest torque value on bench press) and had 473 percent greater endurance (measured by work). In the lower body men were
22 percent stronger (measured by leg press); 41 percent more powerful, and and had 48.5 percent greater endurance. There was not a significant difference in cardiovascular efficiency. The conclusions were self-evident. men were stronger and had more endurance. The study recommendation was:

It should be fully realized that the physical performance capabilities of women are not the same as men. Because the performance capabilities of men and women are not the same, adjustments in grading and performance standards should be established.

Two major changes resulted from these studies: the Academy stopped running with rifles or boots and established separate (dual) physical standards for women cadets.

In 1986, the Women in the Army Task Force Study Group (WITF) formed and was directed by TRADOC to conduct the Women in Combat Study. This study included an analysis of data provided by the United States Army Research Institute of Environmental Medicine (USARIEM). USARIEM was attempting to develop gender-free physical occupational standards for the Army based on the findings of the Women in the Army Policy Review Group (WITAPRG). The WITAPRG adopted a modified version of the Department of Labor (DOL) classification system to group Army Military Occupational Specialties (MOS) according to strength requirements. The strength requirements were directly related to the amount of weight lifted in each specialty. (see figure 4)

Army Modified DOL Physical Demand Classification System
ARMY PHYSICAL DEMAND CATEGORIES

LIGHT MEDIUM MODERATELY VERY
HEAVY HEAVY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OCCASIONALLY</th>
<th>LIGHT</th>
<th>MEDIUM</th>
<th>MODERATELY</th>
<th>VERY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LIFTS MAX</td>
<td>20LBS</td>
<td>21-50LBS</td>
<td>51-90LBS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;100LBS FREQUENTLY</td>
<td>LIFTS MAX</td>
<td>10LBS</td>
<td>11-25LBS</td>
<td>25-40LBS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 4

Data from a study compared the physical strength of an evenly divided group of men and women before and after basic combat training. The soldiers were tested for maximum effort by lifting weights on an Incremental Lifting Device. When results were related to strength categories by each soldiers’ MOS, it showed that only one percent of the women assigned to MOS in the very heavy work categories were physically qualified to do their job (see figure 5). In 1986.
there were approximately 19,311 women serving in jobs categorized as very heavy. Based on the tested sample, only about 193 were physically qualified to serve in those positions. 

On 12 September 1992, Dr. William J. Gregor testified before the Presidential Commission on the Assignment of Women in the Armed Forces. He appeared to present findings from his study of the Army Physical Fitness Tests results during Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) summer camp. The study included the APFT scores of 4163 cadets, 3540 males and 623 females. Based on a male standard (because this is the present standard for direct combat units): Only 202 females achieved the male minimum passing score for fitness (32%). Only 21 of those women achieved the male mean score of 260; 2059 males met or exceeded that score. If we analyze the results for the Push-up and 2-Mile run events, we learn only 7% of the women can do more than 60 push-ups; 78% of the men can best this standard. Similarly, only 6% of the women can run two miles in under 14 minutes, while 78% of the men best that time. At Fort Lewis, 772 men ran the two miles in under 13 minutes (243 under 12 minutes) compared with 4 women, none under 12 minutes; . . . When it comes to attaining current male fitness standards, women are at a decided disadvantage.

To place these results in perspective, if the male fitness standard were adopted as the "objective standard": 70 percent of the female ROTC cadets would be failures and separated after their junior year; none would qualify for the Army Physical Fitness Badge (a score of 290 or better); and 90 percent would be ranked in the bottom half of their class in physical fitness.

Dr. Gregor concluded that although there were a few women that could
physically compete with half of the men (21 achieved the male mean), these women had reached the limits of their physical potential. Because men inherently have the potential to develop more lean muscle mass, even the below average males had the ability to improve. Due to smaller densities of lean muscle mass, women are slower and have lower strength potential and no training program can eliminate this difference in capability.

Each of these studies indicate that there are significant physical differences between men and women. The higher density of lean muscle mass, greater physical stature, and a larger heart and lungs combine to give men greater strength and endurance. Although in each study a very small percentage of women were able to meet average male strength performances or aerobic performances, when strength and aerobic demands were combined (as in running with a rifle and combat boots or in performing work on the bench press) women were incapable of meeting male physical standards.

The ramifications of these differences on training for direct combat units are either to accept a double physical standard (like USMA), maintain a male standard (condemning women to mediocre physical fitness evaluations), or reduce the standards. An assessment of the effects during actual direct combat can be made by an examination of specific direct combat tasks. Many of those advocating the elimination of the Army’s exclusion policy make the assertion that technology is reducing the physical demands of combat. In some respects, this is true. A gunner in an M1A1 tank can rotate the 20 ton
turret, and lower and depress the 1 ton gun with the touch of a finger. But physical strength and endurance remain critical for soldiers participating in direct combat. A loader on an M1A1 is expected to lift 48-50 pound 120mm projectiles from a rack in the rear of the turret and drive them into the main gun breach over one meter away. He is expected to do this at a sustained rate of four times a minute. The driver is expected to change roadwheels that weigh 87 pounds and require the ability to produce 350 foot-pounds of torque to replace. An infantrymen is still expected to close with and destroy the enemy by close combat carrying his weapon and almost 100 pounds of ammunition and equipment. He still accomplishes this through a series of rushes requiring continuous exertion of maximum speed and power. It is in performing these direct combat tasks, those combining both strength and aerobic endurance, that these studies show women will not succeed.

Analyzing these results in relation to cohesion, it is evident that female physiological differences will adversely impact unit cohesion. They will have the most adverse impact on primary group bonding in direct combat units. The lower physical strength and endurance of women would degrade the intensity of physical training and force the redistribution of heavy labor within the group. This will in turn reduce interdependency, commonality of experience, and morale.

The lower relative strength and endurance will reduce the level of system bonding. The comparable inability of women to operate and maintain
heavy weapon systems as well as men will degrade the overall capabilities of
the system. As a result squads, crews and teams will not effectively bond
with their associated system causing inferior performance which consequently
will cause demoralization.

The historical evidence also supports these conclusions. The
admission of physical inadequacy from the women Russian veterans, the
higher casualty rates of mixed Haganah units, and Haganah commanders'
efforts to restrict women to defensive assignments all indicate that the
relative lower physical ability of women adversely affects cohesion in direct
combat units. Analyzing these adverse effects on cohesion in terms of the
model, infers a reduction in combat effectiveness. A lower level of cohesion
will allow a more rapid rate of destruction which will quickly drive the unit
toward disintegration (as in the case of the 106th IN DIV).

Organizational and primary group bonding both have psychological
components. As a result, a review of psychological studies of differences
between men and women is also necessary. The studies will examine aspects of
command, control and communication, and the development of
interdependency, shared values, and esprit. Three psychological studies
provide the basis for conclusions: "Sex Differences in Leadership: Leadership
Styles and Subordinate Satisfaction" (a study by psychologists Dimistris
Bourantas and Nancy Papalexandris); "The Impact of Male and Female
Leaders on the Group Performance, Morale, and Perceptions of West Point
Cadets" (conducted by the Army Research Institute for the Behavioral and Social Science); and "Integration of Women into a Male Initiation Rite: A Case Study of the USAF Academy" (by David Gillman and William Marshak). 7

In 1990, Bourantas and Papalexandris collected data from 294 male and female supervisors and subordinates in both public and private organizations to investigate the leadership styles of male and female managers and related subordinate satisfaction. 9 Their findings revealed that there were no significant differences in leadership styles or corresponding subordinate satisfaction between successful male or female managers. Moreover, this study found that women often possessed superior communication skills which enhanced cooperation, and team spirit at the organizational level. 9 It also showed however, that the successful female managers tended to imitate male managerial behavior. An overall assessment indicates that women are equally effective at providing purpose and direction to an organization and possibly more better at developing an effective organization climate.

However, the 1979 study of the impact of male and female leaders on the group performance, morale, and perceptions of West Point cadets, conducted by ARIBSS, indicated that women leaders had an adverse effect on the performance and morale within small groups. This is clearly stated in the final report:

...the general pattern in this data is clear - - groups with male leaders generally performed better than did groups with female leaders. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study.
to demonstrate that sex of a leader can have an impact on the
task performance of a small group. 80

These results were based on the analysis of the performance of 72 groups
consisting of a leader and three followers. Half the leaders had followers that
with negative attitudes towards women and half had followers with positive
attitudes towards women. The leaders were also evenly distributed based on
their leadership style, half were primarily task oriented and half were
relationship oriented. 81 Each group performed both a structured and an
unstructured task. This provided a broad base situational and subsequent
data for analysis which improves the credibility of the study. Although the
high level of resentment against women within the USMA Corps of Cadets
during this period makes the direct application of the data suspect, the
situational similarities of assimilating women into all male direct combat units
increases the applicability of these findings. Consequently, the relative
effectiveness of female leadership within squads, crews and teams should at
least be an area of concern.

The Rites of Passage was written in 1908 by an anthropologist named
Van Gennep. It was a study of primary group and organizational bonding of
men in aboriginal and African tribes. In each of the tribes, the primary means
of creating these psychological and social bonds between the men was
through a series of initiation rites. Van Gennep described this process as the
rites of passage and subdivided the rites of passage into three phases. The
first phase, the "Rite of Separation," broke the initiate's bonds with his past
life. The second phase, the "Rite of Transition," was generally a grueling experience designed to develop interdependence and establish a commonality of experience (elements of bonding in the primary group). The final phase, the "Rite of Incorporation," was the assimilation of the initiates into the tribe as a man and warrior. It focused on the recognition and acceptance of shared values. The rites of passage accomplished three things: it forever separated the initiates from their past life; it instilled the value and importance of the transformation; and it established their sense of self within their primary group (family) and tribe (organization). Generally the more severe the initiation process, the more complete the assimilation of group standards (norms) and values.

Gillman and Marshak used this model to examine the conduct of basic cadet training for the Class of 1980 at the United States Air Force Academy. The Class of 1980 was the first class with women cadets. Gillman and Marshak determined that in order to ensure low attrition rates for female cadets the Academy diluted the rites of passage for the Class of 80. The results were that the Air Force Academy was the only service academy to have a higher percentage of male attrition than female.

The study stated sequestering the female cadets on their own floor of the barracks (on which no males, including upperclassmen were allowed) and also allowing the women to disregard certain elements of the rites of separation (the appearance of the women to remain relatively unchanged
while males received the obligatory head shaving) weakened the effects of the rites of separation for the Class of 80. The introduction of a dual physical standard for men and women, and the abatement in the intensity of the physical training thinned the rites of transition. Gillman and Marshak concluded:

The male initiates... felt the physical and mental challenges of BCT were easier or no different from what they had expected. The worth of the cadet status for the males had not been increased by the discomforts of BCT as much as the females. The males' perception that BCT was easier led to a less established sense of identity and less pride in being a cadet.

This reduced interdependence, commonality of experience and esprit.

Because the male cadets perceived a double standard between men and women and the administrations' failure or unwillingness to recognize the double standard, the male cadets never assimilated the values of the Academy. Therefore, the male cadets never completed the rites of incorporation. The results of the watered down rite of passage was a "troubled" class which became a negative example at the Air Force Academy.

To summarize these psychological studies, indications are that women are as effective or more effective as leaders at the organizational or unit level. Thus, there would be little or no psychological effects on organizational bonding. But there is evidence that women may be less effective leaders of small groups (or at least small groups of men). More importantly, however, the inability of women to attain the same level of physical strength and
endurance as men will reduce the effectiveness of initiation training programs such as BCT and AIT for direct combat units. This will dilute the development of interdependency, commonality of experience, and esprit and thereby weaken primary group and system bonding. In summary, the psychological effects of assigning women to direct combat units will also decrease cohesion. As shown by the model, any decrease in cohesion will cause almost a directly proportional decrease in combat effectiveness. This is because the lower the level of cohesion the more susceptible a unit is to destruction.

Within the armies of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), Belgium, Denmark, the Netherlands, and Norway employ women in direct combat roles. Most recently, Canada started to integrate women into direct combat units. This initiative began in 1987 when the Canadian Forces (CF) recommended the elimination of all restrictions regarding the assignment of women in the air force. Simultaneously, the Canadian Minister of National Defense directed the CF to also begin a five year study on the Combat Related Employment of Women (CREW). The focus of the CREW study was to investigate the use of women in combat arms and combat support arms assignments in both the army and the navy. The study was also to develop options to determine what units could be fully integrated with women without reducing combat effectiveness. The CREW investigations were to include all direct ground and maritime combat units.
The study was never completed because in 1987 the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal removed all restrictions on the assignment of women within the military (except assignments aboard submarines). The tribunal also ruled that there would be no restrictions on the number of women permitted to serve in any military organization or unit. As a result, the CREW study went from experimentation to execution and the major goal became to minimize the problems during the transition. The intent was to reduce the problems for the women and units that were integrating.

Present plans require a phased initiation of women into direct combat units. The phased integration has two major benefits. First, it will preclude assigning only one or two women to large all-male units. Second, it will allow better and more accurate feedback permitting incremental changes during the process. The ultimate goal for the Canadian military is to make all assignments without any regard to gender.

But the CF are still facing some major hurdles. One of the biggest is in integrating women into direct combat units. The CF are experiencing significant problems in recruiting, training and retaining women in these units. During the first year of gender integration only 64 women enlisted in the infantry and only 34 actually went to training. The rate of attrition was due to a host of reasons to include medical, but apparently the majority simply lost interest in undergoing infantry training. Overall, almost 50 percent of the women recruited for infantry training were released or
reassigned before their training even began. As of 1990, no women had successfully completed infantry training — a failure rate of 100 percent. Since 1989, three enlisted women completed basic armor training and served in the Royal Canadian Armored Corps. Today, only one remains on active duty and she is requesting to rebranch because of the lack of female companionship.

The CF attributes these failures to both poor recruiting and screening procedures, and the lack of sufficient physical stamina among female trainees. The CF also partially blames the application of separate physical fitness standards for women while in basic training. Consequently, women are not physically prepared for the rigorous direct combat arms training programs. Because of the relative similarities in Canadian and U.S. societies, the U.S. Army could expect to face the same problems in recruiting, training, and retaining for women in direct combat units. The Canadian’s experience also validates the previous assessments regarding the capability of women to sustain the required physical strength and endurance levels. The female tank gunner’s desire to branch transfer also illustrates the adverse effects on primary group and system bonding. Naturally, she feels the need for moral support from other women which is something her all male unit can’t provide. This type of imbalance will weaken primary group and system bonds and hence the cohesion of her unit.

Many of the advocates for the assignment of women to direct combat
use examples of women successfully fighting in guerrilla wars or unconventional wars (to include terrorism). But, the nature of these conflicts is fundamentally different than conventional combat because guerrilla actions are generally of short duration and characterized by hit-and-run tactics. This is not the same type of sustained and intense combat described in AR 600-13. Guerrilla units are not subjected to the level of destruction of conventional direct combat units. Also the cohesion in guerrilla units depends more on nearly fanatical adherence to shared ideological values, which elevates the major element of cohesion to organizational bonding. These units are held together by perceived depravations and the shared vision of a better future for their country. This shared vision produces strong organizational bonds but not necessarily strong primary group or system bonds. But this bonding is sufficient to withstand the lower intensity of combat experienced by guerilla units. The Combat Cohesion Model supports this analysis. The hit-and-run tactics reduce the rates of destruction applied to the guerrilla unit, therefore the guerrilla units require less cohesion.

This is also true regarding women performing as police or firemen. Again, police and fire departments don't experience sustained combat. As a result, they do not experience the levels of destruction of a direct combat unit. This is evidenced by the fact that nearly three times as many soldiers were killed in Desert Storm than there were policemen killed in all of 1989. Therefore, the Combat Cohesion Model indicates that the relative
requirements for cohesion are greater for military direct combat units than for civilian police forces. Thus making these examples less germane in assessing the effects of women in direct combat on cohesion.

Conclusions

The purpose of this monograph was to determine whether allowing women in direct combat assignments in the U.S. Army will adversely affect unit cohesion and as a result, degrade combat effectiveness. To answer this question the monograph: 1) conducted a theoretical analysis of the nature of war to establish the relationship between the unit, combat, cohesion, and the process of destruction, 2) developed a Combat Cohesion Model to assist in the evaluation of the historical investigation and assessment of current issues; 3) proceeded with an analysis of the historical precedents of women serving in direct combat, and finally 4) reviewed current issues. The analysis of historical precedents and current issues indicates that assigning women to direct combat units will adversely effect cohesion and subsequently, degrade combat effectiveness.

Both historical evidence and current empirical evidence indicates both physiological and psychological effects of assigning women to direct combat units will weaken primary group, system, and organizational bonding and therefore adversely effect unit cohesion. Lower levels of cohesion make the unit more susceptible to the forces of destruction. Greater susceptibility results in a higher rate of destruction which increases the likelihood the unit
will become disorganized and hence less combat effective.

Substantially lower physiological strength and endurance is the major reason assigning women to direct combat units degrades cohesion. This physiological difference produces both adverse physical and psychological effects. The combined effects weaken primary group, system, and organization bonds. An assessment of the relative effects on each component of cohesion follows:

Primary Group Bonding. Women will have the most adverse impact on this component of cohesion in direct combat units. The lower physical strength and endurance of women will degrade the intensity of initiation training. This will in turn reduce the psychological aspects of interdependency and commonality of experience, and lower morale. More importantly however, the actual biophysical implications will result in uneven distribution of heavy labor which will foster resentment and also erode interdependency. The erosion of interdependency will undermine confidence and reduce performance. This is supported by the historical examples of the Soviet women discarding equipment or having the other men carry the additional weight. It is also supported by the higher attrition rates sustained by mixed Israeli assault units.

System Bonding. Lower relative physical strength and endurance will prevent crews, squads, and teams from effectively bonding with associated weapon systems. Women have demonstrated the inability to perform very
heavy work. The type of effort remains essential to effectively operate and maintain present weapon systems. The inability of a crew to optimally employ their equipment will again erode confidence and hence morale.

Organizational Bonding. The historical analysis presented no evidence of adverse effects on organizational bonding for the armies that integrated women into direct combat units. This is also supported by the psychological study which indicated that generally women may improve cooperation and climate at the organizational level by applying better communication skills.

Current Issues. The other issues often presented in support of women in direct combat (women as guerrillas, police and firemen, as well as the armies of other nations) when closely reviewed actually support the continued exclusion from these assignments. Guerrillas, police, and firemen participate in stressful high-risk activities but they don’t directly compare to the sustained conventional combat experienced by infantrymen or armor and artillery crewmen. Therefore, neither the guerrilla band, police squad, nor fire station requires the level of cohesion of a direct combat unit. Du Picq arrived at the same conclusion when he stated: "combat requires . . . a moral cohesion a unity more binding than at any other time." Likewise, Canada, a nation very similar to the U.S. in social character, is having severe difficulties integrating women into combat units. As a result, these examples actually support the continued exclusion of women from direct combat assignments because they highlight the unique nature and physical demands of combat.
Recommendations

The vast majority of evidence validates the Army’s exclusion policy. Although discriminatory, the policy is just. With the possible exception of Army Aviation, the assignment of women to direct combat units will degrade overall combat readiness and therefore place the security of the United States at risk. Alexander Hamilton once said if the United States is to remain free, all Americans must be willing to give up some of their individual rights to ensure the greater security of our nation. The needs of the many out weigh the needs of the few. Today the needs of the Army and the nation out weigh the needs of the relatively few women seeking the challenges of direct combat units.
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